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Abstract: An approach to protein dynamics analysis from15N relaxation data is demonstrated, based on multiple-
field relaxation data. This provides a direct, residue-specific determination of both the spectral density
components, the15N chemical shift anisotropy (CSA) and the conformational exchange contribution to the
15N line width. Measurements ofR1, R2, and15N{1H} NOE are used. The approach is free from any assumption
about the values of the CSA or of the conformational exchange. Using this approach, the spectral densities,
the values of15N CSA, and the conformational exchange contribution to the15N line width are directly
determined from the relaxation data for human ubiquitin, collected at 360, 500, and 600 MHz. The spectral
densities are analyzed in terms of the order parameter and the correlation time of local motion, using an
axially symmetric overall rotational diffusion model. The residue-specific values of15N CSA and the spectral
densities obtained using this approach are in agreement with those derived previously [Fushman, Tjandra, and
Cowburn.J. Am. Chem. Soc.1998, 120, 10947-10952] from CSA/dipolar cross-correlation analysis. Accurate
determination of spectral densities and order parameters from15N relaxation may be accomplished by analysis
of multiple-field data without assumption of constant CSA or zero chemical exchange contributions.

Introduction

Current approaches to obtaining information on protein
dynamics from15N relaxation data are based on either “model-
free” approaches1,2 or the mapping of spectral density functions.3

These approaches assume a constant value of-160 ppm for
the15N chemical shift anisotropy (CSA), as inferred from solid-
state NMR data.4 Recent analysis of multiple-field15N relaxation
and CSA/dipolar cross-correlation data for human ubiquitin5 has
indicated a spread in15N CSA values significantly larger (from
-125 to-216 ppm, with the mean value of-157 ppm, median
of -157 ppm, and quartiles of-142 and-165 ppm (52 values))
than anticipated from previous peptide studies. These site-
specific variations in CSA render inaccurate analyses based on

the assumption of a uniform single value of CSA. The spectral
density functions,J(0), derived using site-specific values of15N
CSA differ from those obtained assuming a uniform CSA value.5

Here we describe approaches to the direct determination of
protein dynamics from15N relaxation data,R1, R2, and 15N-
{1H} NOE, at various fields, which require no assumption about
15N CSA or additionally the chemical exchange contribution,
Rex. Using these approaches, the spectral densities, the values
of 15N CSA, and the conformational exchange contribution to
15N transverse relaxation are directly determined from the
relaxation data for human ubiquitin.

Theory

The spectral density functionsJ(ω) characterizing protein
dynamics are related to experimentally measured15N relaxation
rates,R1 andR2, and steady-state heteronuclear NOE as follows:

whered ) -(µo/(4π))γHγNh/(4πrHN
3), c ) γNBo(σ| - σ⊥)/3,

rHN is the internuclear15N-1H distance,σ| - σ⊥ is the
anisotropy of the15N chemical shift tensor (CSA),γH, γN and
ωH, ωN are gyromagnetic ratios and resonance frequencies of
the nuclei,h is Planck’s constant, andRex is the conformational
exchange contribution, if any, to measuredR2; Fex ≡ Rex/ωN
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independent of the field strength.6 These equations were obtained
by modification of the standard expressions,7 by the assumption
that J(ω) ∝ ω-2 at ω ≈ ωH; hence, J(εωH) ) (0.87/
ε)2J(0.87ωH).8 This high-frequency component,J(0.87ωH), of
the spectral density function can be directly determined from
the experimental data,R1 and NOE, using eq 3, independent of
15N CSA. Accurate derivation of the other two components,
J(0) andJ(ωN), is less straightforward, and requires knowledge
of 15N CSA andRex, which are, in general, not known. Although
experimental approaches to measureRex have been suggested,9

the absence of information on site-specific CSA poses a
significant problem for accurate analysis of protein dynamics
from relaxation data measured at a single field. Direct deter-
mination of 15N CSA from relaxation data at multiple fields
using CSA/dipolar cross-correlation rates,η, can, however, be
done,5 and similar approaches10 could be developed for this
purpose.

The approach suggested here does not require cross-correla-
tion rate measurements, and uses a standard set of relaxation
measurements (R1, R2, and NOE) at multiple field strengths to
deriveJ(0) without any preexisting knowledge of CSA and/or
Rex. SinceJ(0) is independent of magnetic field, eq 2 provides
a method of obtainingJ(0) directly from a standard linear-
regression fit of the left-hand side of this equation to a linear
dependence versusωN

2 (∝Bo
2), with a slopem and interceptb:

b + mωN
2. As a result of such fit,J(0) can be determined as

and forRex and CSA

The spectral density componentJ(0) derived using this approach
is independent of CSA andRex. Equation 5 contains both15N
CSA andRex, and, therefore, allows determination of one of
these parameters given the value of the other. Simultaneous
solution for both values requires a more complex approach
shown below, but eq 5 can still be valuable. For example, in
those cases when the conformational exchange contribution is
negligible, the15N CSA can be directly determined from eq 5
as CSA) 3d(m/b)1/2 (further referred to as method A).

When Neither Rex nor CSA Is Known. A direct determi-
nation of CSA andRex is possible using the following approach
(method B), when neitherRex nor CSA is known a priori. The
idea of this approach is to derive15N CSA directly from
experimentalR1 values. Method A, above, makes no assump-
tions as to the distribution of spectral density values, only that
Rex is negligible. If the Lipari-Szabo formalism for the
distribution of spectral densities is accepted, then the values of
J(0) andJ(ωH), determined above, can be used for a param-
etrization of the spectral density function, in terms of the model-
free parameters,1 S2 andτloc.15

Using these parameters, the spectral density componentJ(ωN)
can be interpolated (see Materials and Methods) and then
substituted into eq 1 to determine the15N CSA directly from
the measured value ofR1:

This derivation of15N CSA is independent of any chemical
exchange contribution. The value ofRex can then be directly
determined from eq 5. This approach provides a direct deter-
mination of both CSA andRex. It depends, however, on the
accuracy of the interpolation ofJ(ωΝ), and, therefore, the use
of the Lipari-Szabo formalism for derivation.

Although the interpolation ofJ(ωN) from spectral densities
at rather distant frequencies,ω ) 0 andωH, might appear to be
a complex and uncertain procedure, its robustness is demon-
strated by our computer simulations (see Materials and Meth-
ods). A simpler way is possible to determine CSA fromR1

values using method B, for those residues characterized by
restricted motions, typically observed in the protein core. This
approach, described below, is a first-order approximation to the
full interpolation procedure, and thus can be considered a
truncated version of method B. Using the Lipari-Szabo
formalism, the contributions to the lower frequency spectral
densities from local motions are usually very small. These
contributions are the terms containingτe (eq 12, Materials and
Methods) orτke in eq 11. For the core residues of ubiquitin (S2

> 0.8 andτloc < 50 ps), these contributions are less than 1%
and 0.3% toJ(ωN) andJ(0), respectively, and therefore, can be
safely neglected for these spectral density components. The same
assumption is usually made when the hydrodynamic properties
of proteins are determined using theR2/R1 ratio.11-14 BothJ(ωN)
andJ(0) then scale asS2 (eqs 11 and 12, Materials and Methods),
and therefore, the following relation holds between the two
spectral density components:

whereB is independent of local dynamics. From eqs 11 and 12
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J(0) ) b/(4d2) (4)

2Rex/ωN
2 + b(CSA/d)2/9 ) m (5)

CSA ) 3d
ωN(R1 - 6.25d2J(0.87ωH)

3d2J(ωN)
- 1)1/2

(6)

J(ωN) ) J(0)/B (7)

B ) 1 + (ωNτc)
2 (8)
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in the case of anisotropic (axially symmetric) overall motion.
A similar expression forB can be obtained for the fully
anisotropic overall motion. Substitution forJ(ωN) from eq 7
into eq 6 then gives

Equation 10 provides a method of deriving CSA directly from
the longitudinal relaxation rate, using assumptions identical to
those used for obtaining overall correlation time, from the values
of the spectral density components,J(0.87ωH) and J(0),
determined as described above. This method is expected to yield
accurate values of15N CSA for those amides which belong to
the well-structured regions in a protein. The degree of agreement
of this simplified method with the more complete interpolation
is then some measure of the soundness of this approach.

Materials and Methods

The set of15N relaxation data for human ubiquitin taken for this
analysis consists ofR1, R2, and NOE at 600 MHz,16 andR1 andR2 at
500 and 360 MHz.5 The high-frequency components,J(0.87ωH) at 600
MHz, were derived according to eq 3, and the values at other field
strengths were obtained as described5 assuming the scaling properties
of J(0.87ωH) discussed above.

A self-consistency test for matching the conditions between the data
acquired at different fields and spectrometers is shown in Figure 1.

Derivation of S2 and τloc from the Spectral Density Components
J(0) and J(ωH). The following functional form of the spectral density
function was used (see e.g. ref 16):

Hereτ1
-1 ) 6D⊥, τ2

-1 ) 5D⊥ + D|, τ3
-1 ) 2D⊥ + 4D|; D| andD⊥ are

principal components of the rotational diffusion tensor assumed here
to be axially symmetric,θ is the angle between a given NH vector and
the unique principal axis of the tensor, the local motion of the NH
vector is characterized by the order parameterSand a correlation time
τloc, andτke

-1 ≡ τk
-1 + τloc

-1 (k )1, 2, or 3).
In the case of isotropic rotational diffusion,D| ) D⊥ ) D, τ1 ) τ2

) τ3 ) τc ) 1/(6D), this equation reduces to the conventional “model-
free” form1

whereτe
-1≡ τc

-1 + τloc
-1.

In method A, the model-free parameters,S2 andτloc, were determined
by solving numerically a set of three equations (11), forω ) 0, ωΝ,
and 0.87ωH, corresponding to the experimentally determined values of
J(0), J(ωN), andJ(0.87ωH). The solution was based on minimization
of the differences between the measured and calculated values ofJ(ω)
(least-squares method), and was performed using the simplex algo-
rithm.17 The following expression for the target function was used:

where superscripts “exptl” and “calcd” refer to measured and calculated
(using eq 11 or 12) values ofJ(ω), andσ0, σH, andσN denote estimated
experimental errors in the corresponding spectral densities. The model-
free parametrization in method B uses eq 11 twice, corresponding to
J(0) andJ(0.87ωH), with the last term in eq 13 omitted. In this case,
both the least-squares approach (above) and a direct analytical solution
(assumingτloc , τ1, τ2, andτ3) were used; both approaches yielded
similar results. The same procedures were applied in the case of the
isotropic model, using eq 12.

After the model-free parametrization of the spectral density was
performed as described here, theJ(ωN) component was calculated from

(16) Tjandra, N.; Feller, S. E.; Pastor, R. W.; Bax, A.J. Am. Chem.
Soc.1995, 117, 12562-12566.

(17) Press, W. H.; Teukolsky, S. A.; Vetterling, W. T.; Flannery, B. P.
Numerical Recipes in C; Cambridge University Press: New York, 1992.

B ) [(3 cos2 θ - 1)2τ1 + 3(sin2 2θ)τ2 +

3(sin4 θ)τ3]/[(3 cos2 θ - 1)2
τ1

1 + (ωNτ1)
2

+

3 (sin2 2θ)
τ2

1 + (ωNτ2)
2

+ 3(sin4 θ)
τ3

1 + (ωNτ3)
2] (9)

CSA ) 3d
ωN

(R1 - 6.25d2J(0.87ωH)

3d2J(0)
B - 1)1/2

(10)

J(ω) ) 1
10{(3 cos2 θ - 1)2[S2 τ1

1 + (ωτ1)
2

+

(1 - S2)
τ1e

1 + (ωτ1e)
2] + 3(sin2 2θ)[S2 τ2

1 + (ωτ2)
2

+

(1 - S2)
τ2e

1 + (ωτ2e)
2] + 3(sin4 θ)[S2 τ3

1 + (ωτ3)
2

+

(1 - S2)
τ3e

1 + (ωτ3e)
2]} (11)

J(ω) ) 2
5[S2 τc

1 + (ωτc)
2

+ (1 - S2)
τe

1 + (ωτe)
2] (12)

Figure 1. Consistency test for the experimental data, 500 MHz vs
600 MHz (a) and 360 MHz vs 600 MHz (b). To test the consistency of
the data from different fields, the following self-consistency test can
be used (see also ref 5): the variableF2R2-R1 ≡ [2R2 - R1 -
4.54d2J(0.87ωH)]/[d2 + ωN

2(CSA/3)2] must be field-independent. To
achieve this, the 2R2 - R1 - 4.54d2J(0.87ωH) values at 500 MHz were
uniformly scaled by 0.988 (1.24%) and the corresponding data at 360
MHz by 0.966 (3.56%). The scaling factor was determined as the
average ratio of the correspondingF2R2-R1 values for all residues
excluding Ile23 and Asn25, subjected to conformational exchange (not
shown), and the four C-terminal residues Leu73-Gly76 (the lowest left
points) exhibiting a high degree of local flexibility.16 This small uniform
scaling compensates for possible deviations in the experimental
conditions, as well as, possibly, for any systematic errors introduced
by derivingJ(0.87ωH) for 500 and 360 MHz from the 600 MHz data.
For these plots, the approximation was to take CSA) -157 ppm as
an average value for ubiquitin.5 The spread of the points around the
diagonal is caused by site-specific variations in CSA and by experi-
mental errors. The correlation coefficientr is 0.99 and 0.98 for the
data shown in (a) and (b), respectively, and 0.98 for 500 vs 360 MHz
data. Note that theF2R2-R1 values at different fields could also be made
consistent by adjusting the average CSA value in the denominator of
F2R2-R1. The values of CSA necessary to make the data consistent (-141
and-137 ppm for (a) and (b), respectively, and-132 ppm for 500 vs
360 MHz data) are much lower in absolute value than the average CSA
values reported in the previous studies.4,5,18The calculations show that
these values of the scaling factor might correspond to a temperature
decrease of 1.6°C for the 360 MHz and 0.55°C for the 500 MHz
measurements, compared to 600 MHz.

E ) [J(0)exptl - J(0)calcd

σ0
]2

+ [J(0.87ωH)exptl - J(0.87ωH)calcd

σH
]2

+

[J(ωN)exptl - J(ωN)calcd

σN
]2

(13)
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eq 11 (eq 12 for the isotropic model) forω ) ωN, by substituting the
derived values of the model-free parameters into the right-hand side
of this equation.

All this analysis was performed using a locally produced Matlab
program package, JCSA.

Computer Simulation Test of Method B. Method B is based on
interpolation of the spectral density componentJ(ωN), givenJ(0) and
J(ωH). To verify the accuracy of this method assuming the model-free
approach, 1000 synthetic data sets were simulated, each comprising
R1, R2, and NOE at 600 MHz, andR1 and R2 at 500 and 360 MHz,
thus mimicking the available experimental data. For this simulation,
an isotropic rotation withτc ) 4.1 ns was assumed; the values of the
other relevant parameters were generated randomly, uniformly distrib-
uted in the following intervals:-110 to -210 ppm (CSA), 0.75 to
0.95 (S2), and 0 to 100 ps (τloc), corresponding to the ranges of these
parameters observed in ubiquitin (CSA) or typical for the model-free
approach (S2 andτloc). The relaxation parameters thus generated were
analyzed using the approach of method B, in the same way as the real
experimental data, assuming the level of experimental errors as observed
in experiment. The results (Figure 2) validate the precision and robust-
ness of the algorithmic implementation of method B based onJ(ωN)
interpolation.

Results and Discussion

The15N relaxation data for human ubiquitin, comprising the
R1, R2, and NOE at 600 MHz,16 andR1 andR2 at 500 and 360
MHz,5 were analyzed as described above.

As outlined previously,5,18 small variations of conditions
between experimental sets may need correction (Figure 1). The
experimental values of 2R2 - R1 - 4.54d2J(0.87ωH) were fit
to a linear dependence vsωN

2 using the standard linear
regression method.17 No correlation was observed between the
slope m and the interceptb of this dependence (correlation
coefficientr ) 0.14). The values ofJ(0) derived according to
eq 4 are in a good agreement with those obtained previously
from CSA/dipolar cross-correlation analysis5 (Figure 3a). In
contrast to that previous approach, values ofJ(0) are now
available for Ile23 and Asn25 which had been excluded from
the previous analysis as influenced by conformational exchange.

Further analysis of these data including extraction of CSA,
Rex, and model-free parameters was performed separately for
methods A and B as described above.

The four C-terminal residues, Leu73-Gly76, with NOEs below
0.34 were excluded from further analysis as not amenable to
the simple model-free treatment.1

Method A. The 15N CSA values derived from eq 5 (range
-111 to-226 ppm, with the mean value of-157, median of
-156, and quartiles of-138 and-167 ppm (61 residues)) are
in good agreement with the results of our previous analysis based
on theη/R2 ratio5 (Figure 3b). These values assume thatRex is
zero. Using these values of CSA, the spectral density compo-
nentsJ(ωN) were determined from the measured values ofR1,
according to eq 1. The model-free parameters characterizing
local backbone dynamics in ubiquitin,S2 andτloc (Figure 4b,c),
were then derived from the spectral densitiesJ(ωN) and
J(0.87ωH) at 600 MHz andJ(0), assuming an axially symmetric

(18) Ottiger, M.; Tjandra, N.; Bax, A.J. Am. Chem. Soc.1997, 119,
9825-30.

Figure 2. Validation of the precision and reproducibility of method
B based on interpolation ofJ(ωN) from J(0) and J(0.87ωH). One
thousand synthetic relaxation data sets were generated as described in
the text and subsequently analyzed using method B. Shown are
deviations in the calculated values from the simulated ones for CSA
(a, b), J(ωN) (c, d), andS2 (e, f), all in percents, andτloc (g, h), in
picoseconds. Left and right panels represent the deviations as a function
of S2 andτloc, respectively. These results demonstrate that the expected
inaccuracy of method B, based onJ(ωN) interpolation, is within 1%
for J(ωN) and S2 and within 4% in CSA. TheRex values derived in
these calculations were below the level of experimental errors inR2.
As expected, the method using a simple model-free approach1 becomes
less accurate for larger amplitudes (S2 < 0.75) and longer correlation
times (τloc > 100 ps) of the NH bond reorientations; in these cases the
“extended” model2 might be necessary for an accurate data parametriza-
tion. Since the majority of amides in ubiquitin are characterized byS2

> 0.8 andτloc < 50 ps, the expected errors in CSA are below 2%,
consistent with the observed values.

Figure 3. Comparison of the present results with the ones derived
from dipolar/CSA cross-correlation:5 (a) the spectral density function
componentJ(0) and (b, c) the15N CSA values. The present CSA data
shown in (b) were derived using eqs 4 and 5 and assumingRex ) 0
(method A), while those in (c) were obtained from eq 6 (method B).
The correlation coefficientr between the data is 0.98 (a), 0.94 (b), and
0.85 (c). Those residues with significantRex were excluded from (c);
the correlation coefficient between CSA values obtained using method
A and method B is 0.89.
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overall rotational diffusion of the molecule.20 This model of
the overall motion was previously used to yield a fit to the15N
relaxation data in ubiquitin.16 The derived parameters exhibit
little sensitivity to the model of overall rotation. Comparison
of this model and an isotropic one is available in the Supporting
Information.

Method B. To illustrate this method and to verify our
assumptions regarding the conformational exchange contribu-
tions in ubiquitin, the model-free parameters,S2 andτloc (Figure

4b,c), were derived directly fromJ(0) and J(0.87ωH) (cf.
Materials and Methods). These values of the model-free
parameters are free from any assumption about site-variable
CSA or Rex. The values ofJ(ωN) calculated usingS2 and τloc

agree well with those obtained directly from the experimental
values ofR1, method A, for all residues except Leu8, Gly10,
and Lys11 (Figure 4a). The15N CSA derived using eq 6 (range
-116 to-231 ppm, mean value-159, median-155, quartiles
-176 and-143 ppm (63 residues)) are consistent with those
of method A (Figure 4d) and with the results of our previous
analysis based on theη/R2 ratio5 (Figure 3c), for those residues
with negligible chemical exchange contributions.22

The truncated version of method B, based on eqs 9 and 10,
yielded CSA values in excellent agreement with those derived
using the full interpolation. The correlation coefficient between
the15N CSA values derived using these two versions of method
B was 0.98, when all residues were included, and 0.99 if only
those residues belonging to the well-defined secondary structure
were used. This agreement also validates the performed
interpolation ofJ(ωN), using J(0) and J(ωH). Note that the
truncated version of method B is less generally applicable than
the full-interpolation approach, since it is based on additional
assumptions than the Lipari-Szabo formalism.

For the majority of the amide groups in human ubiquitin (58
out of 63 analyzed), the observed conformational exchange
contribution is negligible, within the experimental errors (Figure
4e). Positive values ofRex were observed as statistically
significant in Ile23 and Asn25. The conformational exchange
contribution was anticipated for these residues from theη/R2

analysis23 and from the previous analysis of relaxation data.16,24

TheRex values determined here for Ile23 and Asn25, 0.67( 0.18
and 1.95( 0.16 s-1, respectively, are in good agreement with
those estimated earlier24 from the relaxation data (0.68 and 2.09
s-1) and from the correlation betweenR2/R1 and residual dipolar
coupling (0.8( 0.3 and 2.1( 0.4 s-1). As outlined above with
method A, a comparison between the anisotropic axially
symmetric model and an isotropic model was performed. For
the isotropic model, statistically significant positiveRex values
were also calculated in Glu18, Asp52, and Lys63; these are likely
to be apparent conformational exchange contributions arising
from inadequacy of the isotropic rotational diffusion model.25

With the anisotropic axially symmetric model, three residues,

(19) Fushman, D.; Cowburn, D.J. Biomol. NMR1999, 13, 139-147.
(20) We have shown separately19 that the noncollinearity between the

15N CSA and1H-15N dipolar interaction can lead to site-specific variations
in R2 andR1 which are not accounted for in eqs 1 and 2 but might become
substantial in the case of significant rotational anisotropy. This effect is
not considered here, as the corresponding contributions are estimated19 to
be negligible in the case of the small rotational anisotropy observed in human
ubiquitin.

(21) Saupe, A.Z. Naturforsch.1964, 19a, 161-171.
(22) A weak correlation can be seen from Figure 4b,d between the15N

CSA and the values ofS2, mostly pronounced in the cases of extreme values
of CSA andS2 and suggesting increased absolute values of CSA for those
residues with large amplitudes of apparent local motion. The effect is present
even if those amides with the extreme values of the order parameter (S2 <
0.77 andS2 > 0.92) are excluded: the correlation coefficient isr ) 0.62
for both methods A and B. This effect may be caused by relaxation
mechanisms/contributions not accounted for in the standard approach, eqs
1-3. For example, modulation of the strength of the15N CSA tensor and/
or its orientation relative to the dipolar tensor frame, caused by local protein
dynamics, or limitations of the selected simple model-free representation
of the spectral density by the truncation of the order parameter series21

may be responsible. This correlation is not intrinsic to the approaches
suggested here, since a similar correlation (r ) 0.65) holds between the
CSA values derived from theη/R2 ratio,5 which are independent ofJ(0),
and the values ofJ(0) derived here, which are independent of CSA. Further
analysis, including complete measurements at additional fields and in other
proteins, and testing various model-free models, is required to solve this
issue.

(23) Fushman, D.; Cowburn, D.J. Am. Chem. Soc.1998, 120, 7109-
10.

(24) de Alba, E.; Baber, J. L.; Tjandra, N.J. Am. Chem. Soc.1999, 121,
4282-3.

(25) Fushman, D.; Cowburn, D. Studying protein dynamics with NMR
relaxation. InStructure, Motion, Interaction and Expression of Biological
Macromolecules; Sarma, R. H., Sarma, M. H., Eds.; Adenine Press: Albany,
NY, 1998; pp 63-77.

Figure 4. Backbone spectral density componentJ(ωN) (a), the model-
free parameters,S2 (b) andτloc (c), 15N CSA (d), and the conformational
exchange contributionRex (e) in human ubiquitin, obtained using the
approaches proposed here. The elements of secondary structure of
human ubiquitin are indicated on the top. Panels a-d provide a
comparison of the parameters derived using the method A (open
symbols/bars) and method B (solid symbols/bars). The error bars
represent standard errors in the parameters. The model-free parametri-
zation of the spectral densities was performed assuming axially
symmetric overall rotational diffusion of the protein, as described in
Materials and Methods. The overall rotational diffusion tensor was
characterized by the following parameters:τc ) 4.12 ns andD|/D⊥ )
1.17. The orientation of the unique principal axis of the tensor with
respect to the protein coordinate frame (1ubq.pdb) was given by the
Euler anglesR ) 46° andâ ) 40°. These hydrodynamic characteristics
of the protein were derived from the15N relaxation data in ref 16. Note
that the15N CSA values are now available for Ile23 and Asn25 (indicated
in e) which had been excluded from the previous analyses as influenced
by conformational exchange. Note also much smaller experimental
errors (2.6 ppm or 1.6%, on average) in the CSA values obtained from
R1 (method B), as compared to the ones derived from theη/R2 analysis.5

Statistically significant positiveRex values are obtained for Ile23 and
Asn25, in good agreement with the previous studies. The observed small
negative values ofRex are not statistically significant, except those for
Leu8, Gly10, and Lys11 (see the text).
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Leu8, Gly10, and Lys11, exhibit small but significant negative
Rex values (confidence level of 99%).26 These have no apparent
physical significance, and presumably are caused by accumula-
tion of experimental errors associated with these positions,
although inadequacy of the simple model-free model when
applied to Leu8, Gly10, and Lys11 characterized by NOEs below
0.65 cannot be excluded. The values of the order parameter
determined from methods A and B are statistically comparable.
The linear regression fit of 2R2 - R1 - 4.54d2J(0.87ωH) vs
ωN

2 for Leu8 and Lys11 yielded the goodness-of-fit probability17

below 1%. This implies that there is a less than 1% probability
that these residues’ data have the same underlying set of
interrelationships as others. Similarly, Leu8, Gly10, and Lys11

are anomalous for analysis with method A, with goodness-of-
fit probability below 5% for the model-free fit. These residues
provided a poor fit in the previous analysis of cross-relaxation
data.5 On one hand, most proteins appear to have a number of
residues whose relaxation data are only poorly fitted by any
current model, and so the current results are not exceptional;
on the other hand, it remains a challenge to achieve a higher
degree of completion of analysis, which would clearly be critical
for useful applications of dynamic interpretation, e.g., estimates
of local entropy.27-29

Despite the essential differences of approach between methods
A and B suggested here, their results are in generally good
agreement for the analyzed amide groups in ubiquitin. The
agreement between the15N CSA values determined here from
the slope in the 2R2 - R1 vs ωN

2 dependence (method A), from
the rates of longitudinal relaxationR1 (method B), and from
those obtained using theη/R2 values5 appears to validate the
applicability of these methods of15N CSA determination in
solution, and the range of values observed. Theη/R2 and
methods A and B are not fully independent because both depend
on the values ofR2; however, the CSAs derived arise fromη
and R1 data sets independently derived. It remains to be
determined whether the ranges of15N CSA observed in ubiquitin
are generally applicable to other proteins.

Previously, others30 have used the magnetic field dependence
of 2R2 - R1 for spectral density mapping and for determination
of Rex. In that work, however, a constant value of-160 ppm
was assumed for15N CSA. The values ofJ(ωN) andRex reported
in ref 30 are likely to be affected by the site-specific variations
in the residue-specific CSA values.

There is considerable interest in using the simple analysis of
spectral density components to describe protein dynamics from
relaxation studies. It is well recognized that accurate derivation
relies on correct estimates of contributions to relaxation from

CSA and chemical exchange contributions. In combination with
our previous studies,5,23 several alternatives are now possible:
(1) use of cross-correlation of CSA and dipolar contributions
at multiple fields to estimate residue-specific CSA, whenRex is
either assumed negligible or directly measured in combination
with measurements ofR1, R2, and NOE; (2) use of method A
of this paper, with similar assumptions concerningRex, and
measurements ofR1, R2, and NOE at multiple fields, or (3) the
assumption of the validity of the Lipari-Szabo formalism and
direct determination of residue-specific CSA andRex terms with
measurements ofR1, R2, and NOE at multiple fields. It remains
to be seen which of these approaches will provide the most
accurate and useful data for protein dynamics and structural
investigation. Such studies, involving other proteins, as well as
ubiquitin, and focused on comparison of various methods,
including the traditional approach which neglects site-specific
variations in15N CSA, and of various spectral density models,
are currently in progress.

Conclusion. The proposed approach to protein dynamics
analysis based on multiple-field relaxation data provides a direct,
residue-specific determination of both the spectral density
components,15N CSA andRex. This approach is demonstrated
here to be applicable to the more rigid residues in ubiquitin.
This applicability is significant for accurate analysis of the
dynamically simplest components of the protein motion. The
approach is free of any assumption about residue-specific CSA
or conformational exchange. It depends, however, on the
accuracy of the interpolation ofJ(ωΝ) and hence on the Lipari-
Szabo formalism for the spectral density parametrization.
Caution should be exercised when this method is applied to
more flexible parts of a protein, where direct contributions to
spectral densities from complex local motion cannot be ne-
glected. Further development is needed to test whether this
model, incorporating physical variables associated with residue-
specific CSA and chemical exchange, is more generally
informative than models incorporating additional parameters
describing model-free motional modes, the extended Lipari-
Szabo approach.2 The approach suggested here does not require
cross-correlation measurements, and it provides a direct deter-
mination ofRex, in contrast to our previous approach to CSA
determination.5 The value of15N CSA can then also be used to
determine the angleθ between the N-H vector and the unique
principal axis of the15N CSA tensor, from theη/R2 ratio.23
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